Winter Newsletter 2021
We are delighted to look back on not just another superb season for Sway Cricket Club, but without doubt the best
ever season!
As I am sure you will have heard by now, our first XI have secured promotion to the Southern Premier League – the
nd
highest level of recreational cricket. But there’s more…..our 2 XI won their division in a dramatic last day finale. Not
to be outdone our fantastic colts won a league and cup final as well as reaching two other cup finals and no less than
24 of them played senior cricket this season! It’s up to you now – we need ALL of you to make the 2022 season
even better!

Thoughts from the Chair…
Despite the build up to the season being hampered by Covid-related restrictions, 2021 turned out to be the best season
ever for the Club!
Winning promotion to Southern Premier Cricket League and receiving accreditation for our facilities was a truly fantastic
achievement - congratulations to all involved with the 1st XI and those behind the scenes that have made the promotion
possible. When our 1st XI take to the field next May it will be a very proud moment for us all and in particular for past and
present members who recall our humble origins!
Nothing stands still however and there are plans in place to keep the Club moving forward - a group led by Lynsey Davis
and Will Millard are working on exciting plans to redesign and refurbish the interior of the pavilion to make it more
welcoming and accessible. We are now also focussing our plans to re-locate the net facilities at Jubilee Field. This
significant and costly project will be the focus of our fundraising activities – on that note, see later on in this newsletter
details of Chris Noble’s sponsored hobble and our fabulous Spring Ball at Elmers Court hotel.
With other local clubs folding we are acutely aware that we need to continue to attract new players of all ages,
abilities and genders - so if you are new to the game or your bag has been in the roof for decades, please come and
give us a try. Our ethos as a club remains the same – to develop and to be competitive, but maintain our “village” roots
and feel – and to always play and act within the Spirit of Cricket

Chris Baughan
Chairman, & Apprentice
Grounds man !

Off the pitch we need more volunteers to help us deliver our junior cricket programmes – whether this is coaches,
scorers, umpires or team managers. The Club will fund any training requirements so regardless of experience please get
in touch – we need your help right now!
Please enjoy the rest of this newsletter – and please focus on the last page - how you can get involved and be part of the
best club in the New Forest!

1st XI What a season of unbelievable cricket, complicated what-if table calculations and last-day drama! After
two seasons in the top division of the Hampshire Cricket League, skipper Tim Noble's youthful squad finished
runners-up and have been promoted to the Southern Premier League. Widely recognised across the County as
being thoroughly well-deserved, it was particularly pleasing for the Club that no less than 10 members of the
squad were current or former Sway CC colts!
Sway were out of the blocks like a rocket – thanks to fantastic work by our groundsman, we were able to get
games on when others were unable to, and the boys took full advantage. Sway’s fearsome bowling attack was
straight into its business. With the pace of David Steadman and guile of Jon Waller any batsmen that survived the
opening salvos would then be dismayed to find themselves facing the searing pace of former Kent man Hugh
Bernard, the aggression of the big Marine, Jon Grasham and the Bailey twins Josh and Dan who bagged 35
wickets between them!
After brushing aside Longparish in the first game, the team went on an 11-match winning run, topping the table
and seemingly clear favourites for the title. Cricket leagues are however decided on average points – so despite
winning every game three rivals were still in the hunt with just a single defeat including Havant despite having only
played half the number games at Sway.
In miserable early August weather Sway travelled to lowly Winton for what looked like a certain away win. In a rain
interrupted game, Sway were bowled out for just 96 which Winton chased down with relative easy. The pitiful David Steadman & skipper Tim
points haul from this defeat suddenly transformed the league table – both Havant and Parley jumping ahead Noble at the Hampshire League
awards night.
pushing Sway out of the promotion zone.
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Sway got back to winning ways over the next two weeks but it was now a four-way fight at the top of the table –
Sway, Parley, Havant and Fareham & Crofton. To add to the tension, Sway did not have a game on the final
Saturday of the season as a result of a team withdrawal so their final game was probably the most eagerly
anticipated and most important game in the Club’s history as rivals Parley visited Jubilee field.
Games between the two teams over the last few seasons have always been fantastic high-quality games with
very little between the sides, both of whom are full of excellent youngsters. On this occasion Sway ran out
winners after Parley were dismissed for just 156.

Former England U19
international paceman Hugh
Bernard took 27 league
wickets

So with no game on the final weekend Sway’s chances were out of their hands. Following their defeat, Parley
were out of the running, but Havant remained top despite the infrequency of their taking to the field and
Fareham & Crofton could pip Sway to the final promotion place if they won their final game and got 21 points or
more – a relatively normal points haul for a win. This prompted some forensic analysis of Sway’s scorecards
for previous games – giving Sway a vital extra two points, meaning Fareham & Crofton would need a really big
win in their final game at St Cross……

So with the Sway boys either glued to the online score updates or hiding under their beds, Fareham went out to bat needing to score more
than 200 and win. Sway hopes were raised when their best batsman fell in the first over, however, thanks to a 100+ run 2nd wicket
partnership, Fareham did the first half of the job, scoring 227 in their overs. Surely St Cross’s 3 rd team would not be able to chase that down?
Despite losing an early wicket, however, the home side batted superbly winning the game with relative ease, sparking wild celebrations in the
Sway camp.

So that was it…… or was it?! Wiser heads knew that Sway’s promotion to the Southern Premier League was most definitely not assured as
Parley were unfortunate to discover in previous seasons. Sway needed to satisfy the Premier League that all aspects of the Club meet their
accreditation standards – there followed several months of very detailed and at times delicate negotiations – the Club is hugely grateful to our
Chairman Chris Baughan whose long-practiced bedside manner finally got us over the line! Thanks is also due of course to our groundsman
for preparing top flight surfaces, our coach Chris Noble, our qualified umpire John Bailey and the best scorer in the league, Graham Symons!
Promotion to the top flight has seen the team complete an odyssey of 8 promotions in 16 years - a precipitous climb both in terms of the
increase in on field ability required, but also all the work needed off the pitch to deliver top flight standard facilities and surfaces. The promotion
is particular sweet for former skipper Alex Hall and for Jon Grasham who have been on this epic journey all the way with Alex being a member
of our first ever colts team.

Back row, from left: Andy Lee (groundsman), John Bailey (umpire) Neil Prince, Josh Bailey, Dan Bailey, David Steadman, Jon Grasham.
Front row: Graham Symons (scorer), Chris Noble (coach) Alex Hall, Hugh Bernard, Tim Noble (c), Jonathan Waller, Will Crossley, Oscar Marshall.
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2nd XI The seconds went into this year’s campaign with some concerns about how competitive they would be in County Division 4 and
matters were not helped by their first three matches were cancelled due to the weather. So it was not just the outfield that was green when the
lads finally took to the field, at home to Ellingham on the 28th May. Concerns were soon eased however by a scintillating performance with the
ball from probably the Club’s most improved player. Former colt Freddie Pearson always had the pace but now he had the accuracy - his 8
overs for just 13 runs set the tone and in partnership with Sam Nailor, who enjoyed a rare niggle-free season, gave Sway a formidable
opening attack. With Ellingham bundled out for just 108 and the target easily chased, optimism grew that a good season was in the offing. The
bubble was burst just a week later when Sway were well-beaten at Shrewton, albeit it is always a tricky & distant place to get a result.
Thumpings of Brockenhurst and Michelmersh followed but inconsistency reared its head again when batting frailty led to defeat at
Woodgreen. So with two defeats by the start of July it looked like a mid-table finish would be the best the team could manage.
That was, however, to be their final defeat. As poor summer weather led to cancellation of
three further games, the 2nd XI notched up 4 wins on the trot which meant that going in the
final game at home to Redlynch, there were four teams competing for the title and the two
promotion places. Having topped the table all season and with only a single defeat,
Dorset Indians were the clear favourites but the Bournemouth based team faced a lengthy
bank-holiday trek to Steeple Langford. Local rivals Ringwood and Ellingham were also in
the hunt - the former facing the Stonehenge queues to get to Shrewton whilst Ellingham
were waiting to pounce on any slip ups with a home game against already relegated
Hyde.
Sway’s chances were also harder to fathom as due to outfield works at Jubilee Field, the
match was to be played at Pennington – not being used to an uncovered wicket at home,
it was understandable that some nerves were jangling.
Skippering duo of Steve How and Adam Clark

So the final day arrived and the rain just about held off for once. Sway won the toss and elected to bat first and any nerves were soon settled.
With the 1st XI not having a game and with the visitors somewhat depleted, Sway had the luxury of opening up with the uber-experienced duo
of Adam Clark and Alex Hall. The pair were soon absolutely loving the much improved Pennington deck – racking up a Club-record opening
stand of 233! By the end of the innings another Sway record was broken – the highest team score, a whopping 447-3 with Clark plundering
192 of the runs. So assuming Sway could bowl out Redlynch, maximum points looked on – at tea attention turned to live score updates online
to see how rivals were doing. Dorset Indians had been bowled out for just 98, and Ringwood for 140 whilst Ellingham would have to chase
down 160.
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So as Sway took to the field, anything was possible, the title, promotion or nothing at all! First things first there was a match to win and
Redlnych proved remarkably stubborn. Whilst victory was never in doubt, Sway only managed to pick up 7 wickets and the loss of two
possible points looked like it may well be crucial…..
Amidst scenes of great tension after the game and the usual flakey Pennington 4g reception, skipper Clark put in a call to the Steeple
Langford skipper who was pleased to confirm that they had thumped Dorset Indians. Ellingham had picked up maximum points, but quick
fag-packet calculations showed that we were still above them – so promotion looked secured. The evening however got even better when
news filtered through that Shrewton had beaten Ringwood – so we were league champions!
From the Club’s perspective the promotion was important as following the 1st XI’s promotion we do not want the gap between the two
sides to get too big. So the 2nds will take to the field in 2022 with new challenges – two ball games and some cracking local encounters
on the cards against New Milton, Totton, Calmore and Cadnam.

BR L-R Vito Falso, Jack Baughan, Sam Nailor. Dan Stevenson, Hugo Chandler. Chris Baughan
FR L-R Will Millard, Adam Clark, Steve How, Freddie Pearson, Oscar Silva-Perez

Sway Cricket Club are indebted to the vision and
support of our landlord Sway Parish Council who
have enabled the delivery of a first class sporting
venue in the heart of the village
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3rd XI Skipper Dave Marshall set out to transform the 3rd XI into a “development team” - to give opportunities
for the Club’s most promising youngsters to play each week alongside each other in similar positions against
a decent standard of opposition. The objective was to enable the youngsters to have the necessary skills,
match craft and confidence to move up to the 2nd & 1st XIs as soon as possible.
According to Alan Hansen you win nothing with kids – but with the valued assistance of a patient group of
senior players, the 3rds won enough games to stay comfortably in the division despite having to field no less
than 39 different players over the season. Whilst getting teenagers out on to the field each week is not easy
for a fair few reasons, the 3rds played 13 current colts including three U13s, three U14s and three U!5s
Season highlights include a fine half century by Alex Condon, a 3-wicket haul for his brother U13 start Jasper,
two wickets on debut for Oscar Davis, Olly Marshall frustrating the opposition by batting all 40 overs at
Ferndown, Noah Glass’s match-winning 5-for at Bransgore, an unbeaten 130-run opening wicket partnership
between Dan Stevenson and Olly Marshall against Hythe & Dibden and U13 Declan Treacey providing a taste
of things to come with a serious rapid spell in the final game of the season at Cadnam.

U13 star Declan Treacey –
seriously sharp!

U14 Olly Marshall – leading run scorer
and wicket taker

L to R: Niall Gallagher, Declan Treacey, Connor Treacey. Olly Marshall, Steve Drayton, Caspar Todd. Will Baughan. Dave
Marshall. Pete Bennet. Arni Badami, Malo Holden
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4th XI Despite his friendly demeanour, 4th team
skipper Adam Marshall has a core of steel when it
comes to trying to make his team as competitive
as possible – and in 2021 he led the 4th XI to their
highest ever league position!
After the weather put paid to the first two weeks of
the season, the 4ths hosted traditional bogey
team Lymington III at Pennington it looked like it
was going to be long hard season after Lymington
skipper Chris Tollerfield notched up yet another
century against us leading his side to a mammoth
275-run win.
The following week however, a 5-wicket haul for
Clive Smith and a 130-run 6th wicket partnership
between uber-experienced Tony Dias and our
South African import Tyron saw Sway to a thrilling
penultimate ball win against Cadnam.
The 4th team remained competitive in all their
remaining fixtures and were never outclassed
picking up wins against Ferndown, Mudeford and
Bournemouth.
Tyron doing his duty after match winning 50

th

Adam Marshall – 4 team skipper
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Women’s' Cricket
Sway Cricket Club is committed to increasing participation of women and girls which is very much part of the long-term development
plans for the Club.
We are re-booting our Women’s team – the group have been training hard and have made amazing progress in preparing for the indoor
softball competition that starts are Gang Warily in March. Nevertheless we need more players in the squad to all new players would be
most welcome.
For younger girls the Club is part of discussions with the New Forest Junior Cricket Association and the Hampshire Board on the options
for delivering girls-only cricket opportunities.

All Stars & Dynamos Cricket
2021 was another fantastic year for our All-Stars and Dynamos programmes with record
number of boys and girls signing up.
Thanks to the superb organisation from Lead Activator Will Millard and his team of other
helpers and helpers, great fun was had on Saturday mornings.
By the end of the season a number of our Dynamos youngsters graduated to play for
our U9s and some others moved to hard-ball training with our U11s.
Our programmes will no doubt be very popular again in 2022 – the key dates for your
diaries as follows:
17th Feb
28th Feb
April
May 7th

Priority sign up window (previous participants)
Open sign up Activator training - April
Likely programme launch

Attention Parents! want to get involved? Why not become an AllStars
activator? All training provided. Contact Will wtmillard@googlemail.com

U9s (school years 3 & 4)
Our U9s had another hugely enjoyable season under coach Chris Davis.
Most of the children are graduates of our AllStars programme and they made
huge progress over the season with several moving on up to train with the
U11s.
Whilst they did not win every game, the real object of the exercise is to acquire
a love of the game and to start developing the technical skills that in cricket are
so important for long-term success.
Congratulations are due to Henry Millard, Ayden Francis, Max Kidgell and
Rhys Watkins who were all selected for the Hampshire West squads.
Date for the diary:
Sat 15th January 12pm-1pm:
welcome. £2 a session.

Indoor Training, Brockenhurst College. All
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U11s (school years 5&6)
Such is the progress that Sway have made as a club, our U11s went into the season as favourites for the title – and the boys did not disappoint.
The team featured a fearsome bowling attack led by the line and length Toby Reid and Max Davis, swing bowlers Edward Goulding and Ossian
Badami, the outright pace of Will Bulmer and brilliant match winning spells from U10 stars Digby Condon and Albie Glass.
With the bat, Sway had a top order of Reid, Davis, Goulding and Badami with good technique to see off the openers. This set up things nicely for
the destructive power of left-hander Sam Tilier-Wood who put the opposition to the sword with a series of maximums. The U11s were also lucky to
have two excellent young wicketkeepers – Hugh McIlroy whose skills are developing as rapidly as his running between the wickets and U10 Henry
Bockle who is also a promising batsman.
With the league title secured, the U11s travelled to Salisbury to play cricket blue-bloods St Cross in the semi-final of the County Cup. Bowled out
for just 68, a devastating bowling performance saw St Cross skittled for just 35 – probably the finest victory in the history of Sway’s colts teams.
The only disappointments in the season were being beaten in the New Forest Cup final by Lymington and by Burridge in the County Cup final –
but being the 2nd best U11s side in Hampshire is not a bad boast!
Congratulations to Toby Read on his County selection and James Pyatt, Edward Goulding, Hugh McIlroy, Ossian Badami, Max Davis, Sam TilierWood and Will Bulmer on their selection for Hampshire West.
Date for the diary:
Sat 15th January 12pm-1pm: Indoor Training, Brockenhurst College. All welcome. £2 a session.

BR L-R: Luca Ball, Sam Tilier-Wood, Georg Hudson, Will Bulmer, Edward Goulding
FR L-R: Toby Reid, Oscar Treacey, Albie Glass, Hugh McIlroy, Max Davis, Digby Condon
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U13s (school years 7&8)
With a young side and a mx of experience levels, expectations for the 2021 season were relatively modest, however, the boys did the Club
proud with a number of super performances.
Although they went down to heavy defeat to Pylewell Park in the league opener, there were already signs of what they could do and the
following week they showed it – bundling Pylewell out of the cup with a dominant performance. This was the start of a great cup run that would
see the boys reach the semi-final. In the 2nd round, big scores from Declan Treacey, Seth Pickering. Max Davis and Lawrence Warner say Sway
rack up an impressive total of 133 off 16 overs which Calmore never really looked like chasing down.
Back in the league, Sway suffered a reverse at the hands of New Milton’s excellent U15 girls side – a superb bowling performance saw Sway
bowled out for just 77ao with only a captain’s knock of 39 from Jasper Condon and some swashbuckling late runs from keeper Charlie
Maidment whose golden mullet had the girls swooning! The girls however batted calmly and knocked off the total with 2 overs to spare.
The following week saw one of the highlights of the season when the boys travelled to Bashley. The hosts batted first and were out of the blocks
like a rocket. It would take two stunning catches by Pickering and Condon to remove the openers, and some tighter bowling towards the end
meant that Bashley reached somewhat par score of 114. The Sway reply started well with Pickering and Condon getting us ahead of the rate
and at the half-way stage Sway were still on top. With Condon retired, however, Sway started to struggle for runs as five wickets were lost for
just 22 runs. Condon returned to the fray alongside Maidment and with 15 runs needed from the final two overs, the game hung in the balance.
Some great running between the wickets brought the equation to 8 off the last over to be bowled by Bashley leg spinner. Three singles followed
off the first three balls, so now 5 off 3 balls was needed with Condon on strike. Condon was the only cool head at the BCG - turning down two
singles off balls 4 and 5 he clearly intended to take responsibility. So with 4 needed for a tie off the last ball what would the big guy do?......a
shimmy down the pitch saw Jasper catch the ball on the full and deposit it not just over the boundary for a match-wininng maximum, but out of
the ground and was last seen heading towards Tiptoe!
Unfortunately the following week the cup run ended in another exciting game as despite a superb half century by Declan Treacey, Sway were
edged out of a place on the final by an excellent Bramshaw side.
Nevertheless despite game cancellations. unavailabilities and a mix of players in terms of age and experience, the boys were a great team with
them clearly loving every minute of their cricket and each others company. Sway are lucky to have not one, not two but three promising young
keepers in this age group – Austin Hudson, Charlie Maidment and Henry Bockle all of who we will try to get involved in some open age cricket
next season to keep them developing in cricket’s most important position. With the ball Declan Treacey is the fastest bowler in the area, but he
was fully supported by the skiddy pace of Seth Pickering, the promising natural swing of Kai Hale and the bounce generated by the Lawrence
Warner, who like Ben Stokes, bowls a hard ball. In the field Sway have some excellent fielders including those already mentioned but a special
mention must go to Ryan O’Mara – not only a great fielder but set an example by repeatedly putting his body on the line.
Congratulations to Declan for his County selection and to Seth Pickering for making the Hampshire West squad.
Date for the diary:
Sat 15th January 1pm-2pm: Indoor Training, Brockenhurst College. All welcome. £2 a session.

,

U13s skipper Jasper Condon asking you to read about his big six!
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U15s (school years 9 & 10)
The 2021 league season for our U15s was dogged by cancellations due to the weather or either side not being able to get a team out.
Nevertheless, the U15 Cup final provided an opportunity for the boys to bring home some silverware in their final match as juniors for
some of the team.
Sway were up against Bashley at the Lymington Sports Ground in an eagerly anticipated game – the two best sides in this age group
had been deadly rivals since U11s with honours just about even over the years. Both sides were fielding younger players with Sway
featuring4 U13s.
Bashley batted first and it was U13s star Declan Treacey who claimed the key wicket of Bashley opener, Jack Allen in just the 2nd
over. Fellow opener Sam Davis, was however looking imperious, racking up 8 boundaries before retiring. Sway then put the squeeze
– sharp fielding by Oscar Hudson saw Kieran Pardy run out whilst Noah Glass trapped danger man Will Manning LBW. Bashley found
back thought their number five Archie MacFarlane so it was a key moment when a lightening pick up and throw by Alex Condon saw
him run out. Not to be outdone, younger brother Jasper picked up a scalp, superbly caught by a diving Seth Pickering. Like a
heavyweight boxing bout however, Bashley came back off the ropes and finished their innings well scoring 13 off the final over to
finish on 119-6.
Sway opened their reply with Oli Sharp and Oscar Hudson and when accurate stuff from Will Manning saw just 2 off the first over
Bashley looked on top. That was however as good as it got for them as the Sway pair got into gear and were soon dispatching the ball
to all parts. By the time both retired not out on 35 Sway were totally on top. Bashley did try to put on a squeeze picking up 3 wickets,
and there were some nerves jangling amongst the Sway spectators with 5 required off the final overs with U13s Jasper Condon and
Declan Treacey at the crease. Those nerves were soon settled when Treacey imperiously carved the ball to the backward point
boundary off the first ball, then two balls later hit the winning run to bring the cup back to Jubilee Field!
Sat 15th January 1pm-2pm: Indoor Training, Brockenhurst College. All welcome. £2 a session.

BR L-R: Declan Treacey, Ben Tilier-Wood, Oli Sharp, Alex Condon, Oscar Hudson
FR L-RL Seth Pickering, Noah Glass, Jasper Condon, Austin Hudson
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Representative & County News

Our juniors’ superb results on the pitch speak for themselves but we also benchmark our progress by measuring
the number of children each season who the coaches consider suitable for RPC nomination.
Numbers remain at historically very high levels albeit there was a slight dip in 2021 in part due to the fallout from
the pandemic as well as some changes to the nomination criteria. This progress is a reflection of the expansion
of our colts section, the dedication of the children themselves and the hard work put in by our team of qualified &
professional coaches.
Sway is now recognised in the area as having one of the leading colts sections. As a result it is not expected
that some of our most promising junior players push on beyond RPS Squads and gain County selection. So
congratulations to Toby Reid and Declan Treacey who have become the latest two Sway youngsters to achieve
this – selected for the Hampshire U12s and U14s squads respectively.
With excellent coaching & support as well as role models to follow within the Club, we aim to get to a situation
where Sway youngsters have the confidence as well as the technique to push on to the County squads on a
regular basis.

Toby Reid – selected for
Hampshire U12s squad

Sway Representative Honours

Jon Grasham

Hugh Bernard

Royal Navy
Royal Marines

England U19s
st
Kent CCC 1 XI

Dan Bailey

Josh Bailey

Hampshire Juniors

Hampshire Juniors

Olly Marshall
David Steadman

Hampshire Juniors

Hampshire Juniors

Declan Treacey

Toby Reid

Hampshire Juniors

Hampshire Juniors

Ollie Sharp

Oscar Hudson

Dorset Juniors

Dorset Juniors

Tom O’Callaghan

Noah Glass
Dorset Juniors

Dorset Juniors
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Gratias & Vale
Our long-standing grounds man Andy Lee has decided to retire and hang up his shorts after
21 years in the role. With impeccable timing Andy’s retirement means that he has overseen
the development of the Club’s square and outfield quite literally from a ploughed field when
the Club first moved to Jubilee Field from Pitmore Lane right through to 2021 where our
facilities received Southern Premier League accreditation.
Over the last 21 years, Andy has probably spent more time at the crease than any other
player...... not with bat in hand but putting in the hard graft without which no cricket would be
possible.
Clad in shorts 365 days of the year and out in all weathers, Andy seems often to resemble
Willie Nelson on a wet British caravanning holiday - but of course a certain eccentricity is
part of the job description of every groundsman - feared, loved and respected at the same
time by generations of Sway colts and senior players alike!
Andy made his Sway debut way back in 2001 and is one of the Club's most capped players,
making 240 appearances, scoring 1,378 runs and taking 97 wickets. Andy has helped
nurture the Sway careers of many of Sway's stars - players like Jon Grasham, Terry
Steadman and Jack Walton all cut their teeth during Andy's time in the mid 2000s as
second team captain.
Andy will no doubt continue to be a fixture at Jubilee Field for many seasons to come
providing custom for his own eponymous bar!

Off the Field……
Electronic Scoreboard
Thanks to the efforts of John Bailey, our shiny new electronic scoreboard
was in place by June taking the Club to a new level. With the scoreboard
visible to players, umpires and spectators alike it significant improves the
cricket experience for all reducing the need to constant shouting of “What’s
the score?”, “How many do we need?” and “Is Dapper near 50 yet?”!!
The Club is still exploring options as to the optimal permanent location for
the scoreboard.

Umpires Accommodation
As part of the accreditation requirements for the Southern Premier League, the Club is required
to provide separate umpires changing facilities within sight line of the pitch. This is being
achieved through a minor extension to the West side of the pavilion and is being erected by club
volunteers under the supervision of shed-enthusiast Chris Noble who has already transformed
the scorers hut into one of George Clarke's Amazing Spaces.

The area will also provide separate changing facilities for female referees or girls during the
junior football season.
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Pavilion Refurbishment Project
Plans are well underway for alterations and improvements to the Jubilee Field pavilion. Led by Lynsey Davis and Will Millard, the aim
of the project is to create more usable space and a more pleasant experience in the main room of the pavilion.
Access to the home and away changing rooms will now be directly from the outside allowing the internal doors to be blocked off to
create more space. The kitchen and bar will have an upgrade and the bar will be refurbished to allow those other than elves to access
it. Finally the flooring will be upgraded to a more pleasant and easy to clean surface.

Net Replacement and Relocation
This is the next big project for the Club and the focus of our fundraising activity. The
current nets are nearing the end of their lifespan and given their less than ideal
location – encroaching on the outfield, under trees and too near spectators The plan
is to re-locate the nets to the North West corner of the field.
This will be a major undertaking - the existing net area concrete base will need to
be removed and the areas restored to grass and the Club will need to work closely
with Sway Parish Council and Sway JFC with regards to the optimal new location.
Whilst plans are at an early stage, it is anticipated that the cost will be in excess of
£30k.
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Sway Cricket Club Fundraising

Spring Ball
Saturday 12th March sees our inaugural Spring Ball at the beautiful Elmers Court
Hotel.
Organised by our former England U19 star Hugh Bernard, this will be a black tie
event with a meal, music and dancing. Will be an excellent chance to dress up,
kiss goodbye to winter blues and perhaps a long overdue Christmas party!
Tickets are £60 per head and are open to everyone – if you would like to buy
tickets, reserve a table or more information, please get in touch.

Chris Noble Sponsored “Hobble”
In his day Sway CC coach and father of our first team skipper, was a fearsome
fast bowler with 100s of wickets under his belt for Lymington CC over 40+ years,
All those years of running in and bowling however have taken a physical toll on
the body, his hip in particular.

Against all common sense Chris is determined to once again undertake a
sponsored walk from deepest Dorset to Sway to raise money more the Club.
No doubt he will make it even if it takes him days, so please sponsor him if you
can!

Sway CC 200-Club Lottery
All 200 tickets for this year's lottery have been once again sold out thanks to
the sterling efforts of Club Treasurer Derek Seward. Monthly draws run from
July 2021 to April 2022.
This is the 8th year that the lottery has been running and during that time the
Club has received over £8k which has helped greatly with the Pavilion
refurbishments and the running of the Club.
Thanks for your support - please buy a ticket again next year!
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Chris Noble 1991 v 2021
30 years unchanged!

You can play your part in the success of the Club – we need your help now!
What we urgently need:

Junior Managers
With John Bailey, Stuart Hudson retiring as junior managers and Kev Glass moving from the area, we desperately need new
junior managers for the 2022 season otherwise we will not be able to run junior sides. No cricket experience required, just
WhatsApp organisational skills!

Coaches and Helpers
The Club is looking to recruit new coaches and session helpers that get involved at all levels from AllStars through to U15s. If
you are 17+ and looking to get a coaching qualification for the CV, the Club will pay for the cost of any training courses.

Players – Junior and Senior
We need more players both junior and senior! Our senior teams play across a wide standard so whatever your age, ability or
experience we will have something for you. If you have not played for years why not get those pads out the roof and get back in
the most social of games?!

Women!
We desperately need more women and older girls for our softball squad!

Sponsors
We have loads of sponsorship opportunities large and small so if you want to help or just manage your SA100, please get in
touch!

Please help us!
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